Pro Door Systems is pleased to introduce our new line of premium garage doors. Each model in this line features environmentally-friendly Pro-Core polyurethane insulation with a durable steel exterior and woodgrain embossing. Our Premium Series doors also incorporate modified joint seal that improves insulation and energy efficiency.

The Premium Series achieves extraordinary thermal values and stability, due to its environmentally friendly CFS/HCFC-free Pro-Core interior. The manufacturing process provides uniform insulation, superior adhesion and boosts the strength each door panel.

Each Premium Series Panel is equipped with a revolutionary door seal tongue and groove system. Enviro-Seal prevents air and water infiltration, while providing unmatched section strength and integrity. The seal is equipped to keep dirt, bugs, wind, snow and water out of your garage. The bulb-shaped seal and aluminum retainer on each Premium Series door increases strength on the bottom of the door.
The PREMIUM SERIES:

- **Choice Collection** - Page 4
- **Legacy Plus Collection** - Page 6
- **Legacy Contemporary Collection** - Page 10
- **Legacy Elite Collection** - Page 12
- **Vineyard Collection** - Page 14
- **Orchard Collection** - Page 16
- **Copeland Collection** - Page 18
- **Cedar Lake Collection** - Page 20
- **Cedar Lake Contemporary Collection** - Page 22
the CHOICE collection

PANEL STYLES:

MODEL 7410

MODEL 7411

MODEL 7412

MODEL 7413

MODEL 7415

MODEL 7416

MODEL 7422
**OVERVIEW:**
- Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
- Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
- 10 colors to choose from.
- 7 panel styles to choose from.
- 3 Windows Choices—Double Pane Colonial and Ranch and Double Pane Aluminum.

**COLOR OPTIONS:**
- WHITE
- ALMOND
- SANDSTONE
- TAN
- BROWN
- BRONZE
- BLACK
- WALNUT
- CAFE
- *GREY

*Not Available in Model 7412 and 7413.

**R-Value:** 12  
**Door Thickness:** 1-3/8"  
**Section Heights:** 18" / 21" / 24" (6'-6" to 12' in 3" Increment)  
**Max Door Size:** 20' x 12'
the LEGACY PLUS collection

PANEL STYLES:

MODEL 8410  MODEL 8411  MODEL 8412  MODEL 8413  MODEL 8414
MODEL 8415  MODEL 8416  MODEL 8417  MODEL 8422
**Color Options:**
- White
- Almond
- Sandstone
- Tan
- Brown
- Bronze
- Black
- Walnut
- Grey
- Cafe

*Not available in Model 8412 and 8413.

**Woodlook Finishes:**
Simulating the look of an authentic woodgrain door on a durable and long-lasting, steel door base. The woodgrain patterns run vertical between the embossed panels and horizontal with the rails to deliver a true grain appearance.

*Not available in Model 8414, 8415, 8416 and 8422.

**Overview:**
- Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
- Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
- 2” Inch Panel Thickness
- 9 panel styles to choose from.
- 12 colors to choose from including the two new wood-look finishes.

**R-value:** 18
**Door Thickness:** 2”
**Section Heights:** 18” / 21” / 24”
(6’- 6” to 12’ in 3” increment)
**Max Door Size:** 20’ x 12’

**Limited Lifetime Warranty**
*Available in single glass (clear and obscure pinhead) or double glass. (clear and obscure pinhead & satin)
**ROUND BAR:**
3/8” (10 mm) round bars available in pewter. Standard with clear double glass; obscure pinhead and satin glass optional.

**SQUARE BAR:**
3/8” (10 mm) square bars available in black. Standard with clear double glass; obscure pinhead and satin glass optional.

**ALUMINUM GRID:**
5/8” (16 mm) grids available in sandstone, desert tan, almond, bronze, brown, café, slate grey, white and black. Standard with clear double glass; obscure pinhead and satin glass is optional.

**FRAME COLORS:**
- WHITE
- ALMOND
- SANDSTONE
- TAN
- BROWN
- BRONZE
- CAFE
- WALNUT
- GREY
- BLACK
- OAK
- DARK OAK

**GLASS OPTIONS:**
- CLEAR
- OBSCURE
- SATIN
The Legacy Contemporary Collections is available in many different window configurations. Talk to your local dealer to discuss. Multiple glazing configurations available.

**Panel Styles:**

- Plank
- Flush

**Colony Ranch Aluminum**

**The Fully Customizable Garage Door.**
Create a modern, one-of-a-kind look with creative window placement.

**Popular Window Configurations**

- **Aluminum**
  - Single Vertical Lift (6 x 6)
  - Single Vertical Lift (6 x 10)
  - Single Vertical Lift (8 x 10)
  - Single Vertical Lift (10 x 10)
- **Colonial**
  - Single Vertical Lift (6 x 6)
  - Single Vertical Lift (6 x 10)
  - Single Vertical Lift (8 x 10)
  - Single Vertical Lift (10 x 10)
- **Ranch**
  - Single Vertical Lift (6 x 6)
  - Single Vertical Lift (6 x 10)
  - Single Vertical Lift (8 x 10)
  - Single Vertical Lift (10 x 10)
**OVERVIEW:**
- Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
- Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
- 10 colors to choose from including the new authentic Walnut wood-look tone.
- 2 panel styles to choose from.
- 3 Windows Choices-Double Pane Colonial and Ranch and Double Pane Aluminum.

**COLOR OPTIONS:**
- WHITE
- ALMOND
- SANDSTONE
- TAN
- BROWN
- BRONZE
- CAFE
- WALNUT
- GREY
- BLACK

**R-Value:** 18  
**Door Thickness:** 2"
**Section Heights:** 18" / 21" / 24" (6'- 6" to 12' in 3" Increment)
**Max Door Size:** 18' x 10'
the LEGACY ELITE collection

**PANEL STYLES:**

**MODEL 9410**

**MODEL 9411**

**MODEL 9412**

**MODEL 9413**

**MODEL 9414**

**MODEL 9415**

**MODEL 9416**

**MODEL 9422**

**WINDOW OPTIONS:**

**WROUGHT IRON**

- Two Piece Arched Wrought Iron
- Rectangle Wrought Iron
- 4-Over-4 Pane
- One Piece Arched 4-Over-4 Pane
- 4 Pane
- One Piece Arched 4 Pane
- Clear Glass
- Two Piece Arched Clear Glass
OVERVIEW:
- Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
- Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
- Large top window section and new recessed smooth designs to add sheer elegance to your home.
- 10 colors to choose from including 2 new shades and an authentic New Walnut wood tone.
- 8 panel styles

COLOR OPTIONS:
- WHITE
- ALMOND
- SANDSTONE
- TAN
- BROWN
- BRONZE
- BLACK
- WALNUT
- *GREY
- *CAFE

*Not Available in Model 9412 and 9413.

R-Value: 18  Door Thickness: 2"
Section Heights: 18" / 21" / 24" Max Door Size: 18' x 12'
the VINEYARD collection

PANEL STYLES:

STYLE 1  STYLE 2  STYLE 3

STYLE 4  STYLE 5  STYLE 6

Note: All Overlay options are available without windows

WINDOW OPTIONS:

ONE PANE

ONE PANE ARCHED

THREE PANE

THREE OVER THREE PANE

THREE OVER THREE PANE ARCHED
OVERVIEW:

- Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
- Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
- 9 colors to choose from including the new black, brown, café and desert tan.
- 2 Overlay Colors - White and Sandstone.

COLOR OPTIONS:

- WHITE
- ALMOND
- SANDSTONE
- TAN
- BROWN
- BRONZE
- CAFÉ
- GREY
- OVERLAY BOARD
- SANDSTONE

R-Value: 18  Door Thickness: 2"
Section Heights: 24" / 28" / 32" (7' to 10' in 4" Increments)
Max Door Size: 18' x 10'
the ORCHARD collection

**PANEL STYLES:**

- STYLE 1
- STYLE 2
- STYLE 4
- STYLE 5
- STYLE 6

**WINDOW OPTIONS:**

- ONE PANE
- ONE PANE ARCHED
- THREE PANE
- THREE OVER THREE PANE
- THREE OVER THREE PANE ARCHED

Note: All Overlay options are available without windows.
OVERVIEW:
- Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
- Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
- 5 panel styles to choose from
- 9 colors to choose from including the new black, brown and desert tan
- 2 overlay colors - White and Sandstone.

COLOR OPTIONS:
- WHITE
- ALMOND
- SANDSTONE
- TAN
- BROWN
- BRONZE
- CAFE
- GREY
- OVERLAY BOARDS
- WHITE
- SANDSTONE

R-Value: 12  Door Thickness: 1-3/8"
Section Heights: 18" / 21" / 24" (6'-6" to 10' in 6" Increments)
Max Door Size: 18' x 10'
the COPELAND collection

**PANEL STYLES:**

- **WROUGHT IRON**
  - Two Piece Arched Wrought Iron
  - One Piece Arched Wrought Iron

- **4-OVER-4 PANE**
  - Two Piece Arched 4-Over-4 Pane
  - One Piece Arched 4-Over-4 Pane

- **4 PANES**
  - Two Piece Arched 4 Pane
  - One Piece Arched 4 Pane

- **CLEAR**
  - Two Piece Arched Clear Glass
  - One Piece Arched Clear Glass

**WINDOW OPTIONS:**

- COPELAND
- A-BUCK
- X-BUCK
- V-BUCK
- SWING
- BI-FOLD

Note: Panel styles are available without windows.

Decorative Hardware does not come standard.
OVERVIEW:
• Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
• Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
• Large top window section and new recessed smooth designs to add sheer elegance to your home.
• 9 colors to choose from.
• 5 panel styles including the customer preferred Smooth Designs.

COLOR OPTIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Almond</th>
<th>Sandstone</th>
<th>Tan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Bronze</td>
<td>Cafe</td>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-Value: 18  Door Thickness: 2"
Section Heights: 18" / 21" / 24" Max Door Size: 18' x 12'
the CEDARLAKE collection

Handcrafted overlays of clear red cedar can be stained to enhance the richly grained wood's beauty and match your home's exterior detail. When painting your door, flush boards and overlays made of a composite material offer a cost savings and no end of color options for a truly custom look.
OVERVIEW

• Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
• Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
• Matching cedar capped channels blend evenly into the custom colored panels.
• Ability to match any arched header-can be constructed to match any opening.

R-Value: **19.35***
Door Thickness: 3"
Section Heights: 18"/21"/28"/32" (6'- 6" to 12' in 3" Increments)
Max Door Size: 18'x 10'

*R-Value calculated on 1" Cedar Board

CUSTOM COLORS

Please see your local dealer for complete details on overlay. With both paint and stain grade options available, your door can be customized to match your home's exterior styling.

Talk to your local dealer about all the different color options for your door.
the CEDARLAKE CONTEMPORARY collection

V-GROOVE
Cedar boards are cut at a 45° angle and fit together to form a V-Groove. Available in 3” or 5” (76mm or 127mm) tongue-and-groove.

COMPOSITE MATERIAL
1/2” Extra composite material. A treated exterior smooth surface provides a flat exterior for painted doors.

CUSTOM COLORS
Please see your local dealer for complete details on overlay. With both paint and stain grade options available, your door can be customized to match your home’s exterior styling.

Talk to your local dealer about all the different color options for your door.
This is a small sampling of the Cedar Lake Contemporary Panel Options Custom designs are available. See dealer for details.

OVERVIEW:
• Energy Efficient Pro-Core Insulated polyurethane.
• Enviro-Seal System featuring a Section Joint, Dual Fin Triple Contact Seal and Bulb Shaped Bottom Seal with a Dual Contact aluminum retainer.
• Matching cedar capped channels blend evenly into the custom colored panels.
• Ability to match any arched header-can be constructed to match any opening.

R-Value: 19.35*
Door Thickness: 3"
Section Heights: 18”/21”/28”/32”
(6'- 6” to 12' in 3” Increments)
Max Door Size: 18’x 10’:

*R-Value calculated on 1” Cedar Board
DECORATIVE HARDWARE

16” CAST IRON SPEAR HINGE
16” CAST IRON COLONIAL HINGE
16” STAMPED SPADE HINGE
16” CAST IRON SPEAR HINGE ASSEMBLY

MAGNETIC HARDWARE

MANOR COLLECTION

CAST IRON COLONIAL PULL HANDLE
CAST IRON SPEAR PULL HANDLE
ARCHED CAST IRON FLEUR-DE-LYS PULL HANDLE
STAMPED SPADE PULL HANDLE

COLONIAL COLLECTION

CAST IRON COLONIAL LIFT HANDLE
CAST IRON SPEAR LIFT HANDLE
CAST IRON FLEUR-DE-LYS LIFT HANDLE
STAMPED SPADE LIFT HANDLE

MISSION COLLECTION

CAST IRON FLEUR-DE-LYS DOOR KNOCKER
CAST IRON LION’S HEAD DOOR KNOCKER
CAST IRON DOOR STUDS
Established in 1980, ProDoor was built on the premise of providing quality garage doors and exceptional customer service. Over the years, our company has grown, but our values and dedication remain the same. Today as a manufacturer, we are driven to provide industry-leading garage doors-based on innovative design and exceptional functionality. Our extensive product line of residential and commercial doors are built with style and durability in mind—certain to outperform your expectations.
Visit us online at:
www.prodoorsystems.com